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An Anti-Racist Educator

PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE

When I wrote my first picture
book, Khadijah goes to School, I
was determined to challenge
stereotypes. Today, years later, I
have realized that this is not my
responsibility, it is yours. Allow
me to explain.
As I continued to explore
storytelling, by writing more picture books and producing media
including a culturally responsive
mural with over 400 identity text
symbols, my practice shifted to Khadijah goes to School by @studentAsim
emphasizing “sharing perspectives”.
I now realize that as I was growing up, much of who I am, and
where my family originally came from, was not reflected or even
shown to us in any significant way. I wish it had been, or if there was
a framework where we could do
Most people think that
some of our own exploring. It Antiracism only benefits Black,
would have made learning far Indigenous & racialized people.
more personal, and probably BUT, Antiracism benefits
extra enjoyable. Importantly, it everyone, including you.
would have given me confidence “We must learn that passively
to know that who I am – being a to accept an unjust system is
minority – was acceptable.
to cooperate with that system,
Undoubtedly, I had the most and thereby to become a
loving teachers, who were caring participant in its evil.”
and considerate. What I am say- 
– Martin Luther King Jr.
ing however, is the cultural-religious piece and the linguistic piece were just not particularly there.
It is vital that more of “us” should be in the curriculum because a
lot of us struggle with multiple identities, caught between multiple

Dear Reading for the Love
of It Community,
We miss you! It is hard to
believe that we have gone
another year without seeing
you in person at our annual
Reading for the Love of It
(RFTLOI) conference. We
appreciate your ongoing support and your
dedication to promoting a love of reading
in your classrooms, homes and communities. We see you and know how hard you are
working to keep the learning going during
these challenging times.
Even though we could not be together this
past February, we hope you had a chance to
enjoy some of the virtual presentations we
have put together for you over the past year.
One of our more recent webinars with Lawrence Hill: Writing with Energy and Joy,
was a good reminder that sometimes the
stories we are looking for can be right in front
of us. Follow us on social media and keep an
eye out for some more exciting virtual opportunities coming soon.
I am happy to share that our dedicated Programme Committee, led by Tanya
Reilly-Primaylon, is already working hard to
put together our 2023 conference. After making the very difficult decision to cancel this
year’s conference it is exciting to be brainstorming new ideas that reflect our commitment to improving the quality of literacy
instruction and encouraging the development of a lifelong interest in reading.
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Black and White – An Excerpt

Black and White: An Intimate
Multicultural Perspective on
“White Advantage” and the
Paths to Change is Stephen
Dorsey’s debut book that does
a deep dive into the realities of
systemic racism and its negative impact on racialized and
marginalized communities in
North America.
“In the weeks and months
that followed George Floyd’s
murder, my perspectives on
anti-Black racism and the Black
Lives Matter movement were
elevated to the national stage.
A week after publishing my op-ed
about the All Lives Matter incident,
I was invited on CBC Radio’s Metro
Morning for an interview with host
Gillian Deacon, and shortly thereafter,
I was called out by a fellow member
of the Black community in an op-ed
in MacLean’s who noted, “Dorsey is
wrong: our emotions do not impede
progress.” It was a mischaracterization of what I had written. I subsequently published another op-ed in
the Globe and Mail in October 2020,
calling for the elimination of “white
advantage” – a term that I believe is
more accurate and accessible than

“white privilege.”
My “moment” had arrived.
I decided that I could play a
part in the change by bridging difficult conversations
between Canadians of all
stripes – Black, white, French,
English – and I would do so
by writing a book. A book that
would encompass my thoughts
on the BLM movement from
my unique perspective, and
my ideas on what the change
we need and want could and
should look like. It would be
interspersed with stories of my
lived experiences dealing with racism
– many stories that had been bottled up deep inside since childhood.
I was ready. I hoped others were ready
too.”
Black and White (Noir et Blanc) was
released in English and French in February 2022 and has garnered extensive
media attention and positive reviews
for its nuanced perspective of the racial
inequalities that persist in our society.
Reprinted with permission from
Nimbus Publishing
©2022 Stephen Dorsey

Stephen Dorsey tells a
personal story of racism in
Canada in his new book
Black & White. He spoke
with Gill
Deacon on
CBC Radio
Here and
Now about
his biracial
upbringing in Canada and
how it led to his debut
book about addressing
systemic racism. Scan the
QR code below, click on
the web link or copy and
paste the URL into your
browser and read or listen
to the interview.

https://www.cbc.ca/books/
how-stephen-dorsey-sbiracial-upbringing-incanada-led-to-his-debutbook-about-addressingsystemic-racism-1.6360042

cated volunteers, has been here the whole time working
towards positive changes in the literacy community. A
HUGE thank you goes out to the current executive, and
to Erica Townson, our Executive Administrator. We are
a group of passionate readers, educators and lovers of
learning who work tirelessly to keep the love of reading
alive. Our goal is to make a difference for many years to
come and I cannot wait to see what 2023 and beyond
brings!
For now, here are some ways to keep the love of reading going. Check out our spring/summer 2022 reading
booklists in this newsletter so you can begin some reading adventures of your own; follow us on social media
for upcoming literacy opportunities; and don’t forget to
add our RFTLOI 2023 conference dates (February 23rd
and February 24th), in your calendars!
Looking forward to seeing you all again soon!

President’s Message continued from page 1...

Natasha Serba and her Newsletter Committee have
been busy putting together interesting and inspiring
articles to be found in this issue of Speaking of Reading. We are continuing with our newsletter theme, “The
journey to becoming an anti-racist educator.” We hope
the selected writing pieces give you something to think
about and help guide you along your own personal
learning journey.
Our Outreach Committee, led by David McMullan,
continues to look for ways to support readers and make
a difference. Over the years, our reading association
has proudly supported a wide variety of individuals
and organizations that are involved in worthy literacy
endeavours. Outreach opportunities continue to be
a top priority for us. Please know that by supporting
our association you are supporting readers around the
world!
The very first Reading for The Love of It conference was
held on February 14th, 1975. There have been many
changes in our world since then, and the East York-Scarborough Reading Association (EYSRA), a group of dedi-

Elizabeth Blake
President, EYSRA
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breaking down stereotypes –
the original mission I had set
cultures throughout our lives.
out with – is an extra step that
I have been surprised many
requires your own reflection
times when speaking to promand encounters, and I have
inent educators who tend to
learned that this is not my role
have only Eurocentric viewto change, instead, it is work
points, or limited viewpoints
done by the receiver, if they so
with very little actual knowwish.
ledge about the “ethnic” kids
In a nutshell, my message is
they teach. This is one of the
to make education personal for
reasons why I create art forms,
the benefit of all.
to provide perspectives.
I will share two special pro@studentAsim highlights his Champion for Life™ “Possibilities”
Perspectives provide nuance concept at RFTLOI.
jects I have developed that are
and context that otherwise
helping educators and students
tend to be invisible. I think this is the critical missing link
explore perspectives and context: 1) The Champion for
that is vital to helping all of us, including educators –
Life™ mural has over 400 cultural icons and life symbols.
nuance and context – in order to continue to understand
This is a wall installation concept that schools display,
each other.
and is a bold statement of diversity, global citizenship,
My advice is to get to know your students on a
and possibilities. It is a colossal vision of the world. The
hyper-personal level, leveraging their life experiences,
symbols affirm student identities and give them the
and fusing it with the curriculum continuously. Identities
autonomy to enjoy meaning-making, all-the-while fusare not just about a particular day or particular month,
ing their own life experiences and cross-learning with
they are on-going realities
their peers. 2) We need to talk about Islamophobia. I have
for students. Giving students
designed a simple digital platform based on storytelling
the autonomy to explore
to learn about and counter Islamophobia easily. Student
their identities and experivoices can make immediate change by submitting digital
ences throughout the year is
written story submissions. Visit Islamophobia.io
pivotal.
Helping students continuously learn about themselves
Today, learning about peris a way to continuously learn about yourself. The stuspectives is no longer on a
dents will never forget this, and for the times I was proTO DO list. It is mandatory.
vided with such opportunities, I know I never did either.
I
think
seeking
them
often
In sharing perspectives, My Skin:
will make you a more underArticle by @studentAsim (Asim Hussain)
Brown, is @studentAsim’s 4th
title.
standing educator. However,
@studentAsim is a writer and artist from Toronto, Canada.

©myskinbrown.com

Towards being an anti-racist educator
continued from page 1...

What Are You Reading?
Recommended Books
by Marguerite Campbell, EYSRA
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THE JOURNEY TO BECOMING AN ANTI-RACIST EDUCATOR

In Becoming an Anti-Racist Educator,
We Must First Ask the Question,

What Is Anti-Racism Education?
Anti-racism education can be described as an
“action-oriented strategy for institutional, systemic
change to address racism and the interlocking systems
of social oppression. Anti-racism is a critical discourse of
race and racism in society and of the continuing racializing of social groups for differential and unequal
treatment” (Dei, 1996, p.25). It is acknowledged
to be a set of central, curricular, and educational
strategies that promote racial equality by recognizing, disrupting and dismantling white privilege (Niemonen, 2007).
Every individual is on their unique learning
journey, as we all interact and experience the
environment in our own way, so also is every educator at
a different point in their unlearning to relearning journey.
The journey to becoming an anti-racist educator is
rooted in self-reflection and intrinsic motivation. It is
entrenched in critical analysis of self, critical questioning
of history and text, and centered in taking accountability
for the privilege and injustice that we have all inherited
as settlers of Turtle Island and from our ancestors in the
global context.
With this in mind, it is crucial for all educators to
understand that they have a critical responsibility to
actively engage in social justice issues. Educators have
inherited the duty to address the systemic, structural,
institutional and educational barriers that have long
afflicted the education system. These barriers include:
(1) the continuous erasure of spaces, voices and identities, perpetuated by the absence of diversity in staff representation, (2) labelling and stereotyping of students,

(3) lack of cultural competence, and (4) low academic
expectations by teachers (Dei 2008).
Educators are in a unique position to influence transformative change in our world, which begins with
centering students, their families and their diverse
identities. It involves empowering students’
voices, advocating for inclusive resources in
the classroom and promoting the stories and
experiences of marginalized groups and communities. Being an anti-racist is a way of life
more than a set of practices. It can be perceived
as a critical undertaking that all educators must
take up in order to address harmful belief systems, personal biases, their knowledge and practices.
“Perhaps the task may be easier if it is remembered that
the anti-racism educator must always practice what
is preached, and conversely, preach what is practiced”
(Dei, 1996, 26).
With that transformative commitment sector-wide, we
can anticipate the continuous disruption and dismantling of racist ideologies that negatively impact racialized
students and reinforce the normalization of injustice for
all students.
Article by Anthonia Ikemeh, OCT, R.E.C.E, MT
Twitter: @Anthoni22612313
Linkedin: Anthonia Ikemeh
Facebook: Anthonia Ikemeh
Instagram: anthonia_ikemeh
Email: 
anthonia.ikemeh@mail.utoronto.ca
anthoniaikemeh@yahoo.

RESOURCES:
•  Anti-Oppression/Anti-Racism Resources for Educators
• Sankofa Teaching Guide
• Social Justice Books
•  A Different Booklist
• Going-Beyond-A-Land-Acknowledgement
•  Deepening Knowledge Project-OISE-Teacher Resources
REFERENCES
•  Dei. (1996). Anti-racism education: theory
and practice. Fernwood Pub.
•  Dei, G. J. S. (2008). Schooling as community:
Race, schooling, and the education of African
youth. Journal of Black Studies, 38(3), 346-366.

doi:10.1177/0021934707306570
• Niemonen,
 
J., (2007). Antiracist education
in theory and practice: A critical assessment.
The American Sociologist, 38(2), 159-177.
doi:10.1007/s12108-007-9006-x
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Strategies To
Transform Your
Learning Environment
The need for questioning, critical
thinking, collaboration, creativity, and reflection has never been
greater. Now, more than ever, it is
time to make big changes in your
classrooms,
teaching
pedagogies and practice. Student agency,
inquiry-based learning, and equitable practices are the building blocks
that we use at Elm Drive Public
School. It does not matter what
point you are at in your journey to
becoming an anti-racist educator,
these strategies will help you transform your learning environment to
one that is culturally responsive.
Four strategies that educators
can take to pursue an anti-racist
approach to learning:
Authentic Student Agency –
1.	
Student agency builds the critical
thinking and problem solving
skills students need to thrive
as unique individuals. Students
can engage actively in their education while building a deeper
understanding of content and
self-identity.
2. 	Inquiry based learning and the
use of culturally responsive
provocations – Pique your students’ interests through provocations about identity, and begin
teaching Skills, Strategies and
Tools. Through an Identity Inquiry,

we create learning opportunities
which allow students to become
active and contributing members
of the community while exploring
their identity – who they are, their
stories, their beliefs and morals,
and so much more.
3. I	 ntegration of Technology – The
use of technology for documentation of learning allows students to be responsible for their
own journey. They have VOICE
and CHOICE when it comes to
how they want to present their
learning. With the aid of technology, vlogging, recordings,
photos, gaming, robotics, Google
Read&Write™, etc. students can
dive deeper into incorporating
their cultural identities into all
aspects of learning.
4. 	Consistent ongoing Reflection
– Reflection plays a considerable role in a student’s ability to
explore and embrace their identity because it provides them with
opportunities to develop reflective
thinking skills, promotes ongoing
self-evaluation and goal setting,
and creates students who are
engaged in vigilant self-awareness.
Meet your students where they
are. Being an anti-racist educator is
about showing up for your students
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and providing them with authentic
learning experiences that are meaningful and relatable.
Article by Lidia Fumo,
Teacher with Elm Drive Public
School, Peel DSB
With contributions by Diane
Leschak and Andreas Meyer

Teaching Social Justice and Equity
in a Meaningful Way
Growing up in multicultural Scarborough, Ontario, social justice has
always helped to shape my values and various areas of interest,
including feminism and women’s
rights, LGBTQ advocacy, income
inequality, and anti-racism, among
others. However, it wasn’t until several years ago, when I was asked
to develop and teach the grade 12
Social Justice and Equity course in
my school that I began to reflect on
my development as an anti-racist
educator.
I started by bringing a conscious
awareness to my own identity and
how this impacts my understandings, interactions, and choices as
both an individual and as a teacher.
How do I – a white, middle-class,
middle-aged woman, of Eastern
European descent – teach a course
centred on social justice and equity
in a meaningful way? In a way that
addresses my own position of privilege while also acknowledging the
complexity of every person’s social
identity and their unique lived
experience. How might I use the
experience of my personal exploration of identity as an entry point
for students’ own inquiry into the
complex interplay between identity, power, and marginalization?
And how do I deal with the obvious
question of why and how someone
like me is teaching a social justice
course in the first place?
I believe it is important to be conscious that who we are greatly influences our relationships with others
and our experience of the world. An
interest in learning about other cultures, perspectives, and lived experiences has been a critical part of my
own journey that has enriched my
life and my professional learning.
Interacting with and learning from
people from a diverse range of backgrounds and experiences broadens
our understanding and can challenge our ways of knowing. Showing

Natasha Serba, pictured here on the bottom right, with her students from her grade 12 Social
Justice and Equity class.

up with curiosity and a willingness
to listen and learn has supported
my own development. Learning
from individuals’ lived experiences
and perspectives, books, movies,
and speakers has helped give me an
appreciation of the wide range and
diversity of human experience – the
similarities that unite us as well as
the differences that describe, enrich,
and sometimes challenge or divide
us. Curiosity – rather than judgement – and empathy are critical
tools for learning in relationship
with others and the world.
As I reinforce with my students,
the end goal of learning about social
justice with and from others should
be action that supports positive
change. I believe that it’s not enough
to say we believe in something or
value something. It’s not enough
to learn about injustice and remain
passive or silent. Indifference,
apathy, and inaction are not neutral.
As individuals we – and perhaps,
more acutely, young people – may
feel that our actions cannot make
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a difference. Especially if we have
been historically excluded or marginalized – as women, as LGBTQ, as
working class or poor, as BIPOC, as
physically disabled – we may even
feel powerless to effect change. It
is true that we have less power, but
we are not powerless. As individuals
we can choose to exercise our power
in big or small ways. And through
collective action we can unite for
change.
Every time I teach the grade 12
Social Justice and Equity course I
learn with and from my students.
I have also committed to ongoing
learning that enriches my life and
my teaching. In my process of
becoming an anti-racist educator I
have come to understand that this
is a journey for a lifelong learner. I
have come far, but I also have a lot
of learning ahead of me. And this is
a journey that I look forward to.
Article by Natasha Serba, EYSRA
Teacher with Lester B. Pearson
C.I., TDSB

OUTREACH 2021-2022

Reading
for the
Love
of It
East York-Scarborough

Outreach
Initiatives:
Sharing
the Love

Association

Outreach is the EYS Reading Association’s effort to reach out to
charitable organizations involved in worthy literacy endeavours.
With your support, you have helped us provide for local, national, and
international literacy-based programs. In 2021-2022 we chose to support the
following GTA charities, local to our two founding school boards.
The Children’s Book Bank

East York Learning

The Dam (Develop Assist Mentor)

The Reading Partnership

Native Child and Family Services of
Toronto

Jessie’s: The June Callwood
Centre for Young Women

Profile of Outreach
Donation Recipients

The East York-Scarborough
Reading Association, in addition
to organizing the Reading for the
Love of It conference, provides
financial support to organizations
that promote literacy and a love
of reading. In the past we have
focused on international, national
and local organizations who
support these goals. The focus
of our organization’s Outreach
program this year is a commitment
to financially contribute to local
organizations that support literacy
in our community.
One such organization that we are
committed to support this year is
the Native Child and Family Services
of Toronto (NCFS). They deliver
services for healing, wellness and
family support for Indigenous
children and their families by
providing them with assistance they
need, grounded in aboriginal values.
Through their Indigenous Spirit
Fund, the NCFS supports Indigenous
children and families through
community driven, culturally
based services which include
summer camps, employment and
education opportunities, along with
entrepreneur programs.
The Native Child and Family Services
of Toronto, and all of the 20212022 charities listed here, have
not only received funds from our
organization, but also from your
generous donations, made via our
Reading for the Love of It presents…
2022 webinar series. We hope that
you will continue to contribute to
these and other worthy literacybased charities in the future.
Article by David McMullan,
EYSRA Outreach Chair

Thank you for sharing our commitment to making a difference for
these charitable organizations we are supporting in 2021-2022!
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Twitter For Thinking
Follow folks who will
fill your thoughts
and expand
your thinking.
by Marguerite Campbell
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Calling all Teacher Candidates & Retired Teachers:

Volunteer Hosts needed for
The East York-Scarborough (EYS) Reading Association is now busy planning the
2023 Reading for the Love of It conference which will be held on
Thursday, February 23rd and Friday, February 24th, 2023, at
the Sheraton Centre Hotel in downtown Toronto.
As we continue to plan next year’s conference, we are seeking
Teacher Candidates and Retired Teachers who would be interested
in volunteering as hosts at the 2023 conference. Volunteer hosts will have the
unique opportunity to introduce and thank our guest workshop session
speakers, oversee and limit room capacity, as well as distribute and collect
feedback forms. Prior to or following volunteer assignments, hosts will be able
to attend sessions offered at the conference AND visit the Publishers Display.
If you are interested in this unique volunteer opportunity, please contact
hosts4reading@gmail.com for more information. Volunteer hosts will be
needed on either or both days of the conference.
We hope you can join us for what is sure to be
another fantastic and inspiring conference!
EYSRA Executive Members
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Great Reads –
Spring & Summer 2022
Pure Colour
by
Sheila Heti

Velvet was the Night
by
Silvia Moreno-Garcia

East York-Scarborough Reading Association
1315 Lawrence Ave. East, Unit 309,
Toronto, Ontario M3A 3R3
Tel: 416-444-7473 • Fax: 416-444-9282
E-mail: eys@readingfortheloveofit.com
Web: www.readingfortheloveofit.com
We are committed to improving the quality of
literacy instruction and encouraging
the development of a lifelong interest in reading.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 2021-2022

Free Love
by
Tessa Hadley

The Sentence
by
Louise Erdrich

Toronto Catholic District School Board
Denise Canning, Michael Francone, Marisa Liscio,
Teresa Paoli, Brenda Stewart
Toronto District School Board
Liz Blake, Marguerite Campbell, Lise Hawkins,
Vangie Kalanderopoulos, Kathy Lazarovits

To Paradise
by Hanya Yanagihara

Great Reads list is compiled by Jose Molina, EYSRA

Executive (2021 - 2022):
Front row (left to right): Erica Townson, Rebecca Toombs,
Kathy Lazarovits, Jose Molina, Denise Canning, Liz Blake,
Natasha Serba, Mike Francone, Joan Barrett;
Middle row (left to right): Brenda Stewart (retired),
Stephanie Shore (retired), David McMullan,
Vangie Kalanderopoulos, Kishauna Evans-Blissett,
Nora Lovgren, Marisa Liscio, Joyce Dolmer (retired);
Top row (left to right: Kelly Manning, Jill Eason,
Brian Svenningsen (retired), Val Collins,
Stepan Pruchnicky (retired), Lise Hawkins, Doris Wukasch,
Marguerite Campbell, Tanya Reilly-Primaylon;
Missing: Jennifer Brault, Alison Brown, Janice Chisholm,
Teresa Paoli

Visit us online and see what
people are saying about
Reading for the Love of It.

Plan to Attend:
We look forward to seeing you on
Thursday, February 23rd & Friday, February 24th, 2023,
at the newly-renovated Sheraton Centre Hotel, downtown Toronto.
Click on the Register link on or after September 1, 2022 at
www.readingfortheloveofit.com
We recommend that you register early!
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